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Welcome to a new issue of MPP News, keeping you in touch 
with exciting developments and upcoming activities at CBS 
Department of Management, Politics and Philosophy. We 
are passionate about our mission: to conduct distinctive, 
innovative management research with a human touch 
and educate reflexive, employable management gradu-
ates through research-based, multi-disciplinary education. 

FUHU Awards to mpp professors 
for Excellence in Research and 
Research Communication

Professor Ole Fogh Kirkeby received the 2010 FUHU Research 
Prize. Ole Fogh Kirkeby is awarded the prize because of 
his impressive effort to put philosophy on the manage-
rial agenda through close collaboration with many com-
panies and organizations. He shows how management-
philosophical themes can be put to work in practice, and 
demonstrates the benefits of working with new concepts 
and perspectives. The subject of management philosophy 
is today deeply integrated in a variety of study programs.

Professor Per H. Hansen received the 2010 FUHU Research 
Communication Prize. Per H. Hansen is awarded the prize 
for his ability to combine research and communication. His 
writing is characterized by a high scholarly standard while 
being accessible to a broader audience. He is among CBS’s 
most cited authors this year and is a competent and engaged 
researcher that manages to integrate the communication of 
results actively in his work in a gripping and relevant manner.

We value partnerships in which 
we can build strong and lasting 

meaningful relations with a view to 
mutual learning and development

It is very important to our research and teaching that we 
work closely and consistently with our partners and stake-
holders both in Denmark and abroad.  Accordingly, we 
need to be in ongoing dialogue with you.

Join mpp on 
facebook.com/mpp.cbs for 
updates on events and seminars. 

Not on Facebook? Don’t worry we still have our website: 
cbs.dk/mpp with info about the department, its staff and 
ongoing activities.

See the videos from our latest semi-
nars and events on our channel
 youtube.com/mppseminar

More videos with mpp faculty are available at 
Danskernes Akademi on DR2. See among 
others Dorthe Pedersen, Camilla Sløk, Niels 
Thygesen, Ole Fogh Kirkeby and Helle 
Hedegaard Hein lecturing on leadership and 
management at dr.dk/danskernesakademi

or simply call us at mpp relations: +45 3815 3636 to learn 
more about the possibilities for interaction.

Relations matter     ...so follow us
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Prize winner Ole Fogh Kirkeby (right) together with FUHU 
Chairman Thomas Hofman-Bang at CBS gala on March 
26, 2010.  Ole Fogh Kirkeby can be seen in a new video-
interview on YouTube, where he explains how “the body’s 
thought is the flesh of the word” (in Danish)



New World Getting Old
We are right in the middle of strategy work at CBS. Seven different groups with roughly seven 
people in each meet regularly to passionately debate seven different aspects of CBS’s future. 
And all over our university people are connecting to the groups to inject their meanings and 
help out by articulating the best ways to make CBS even better. We all think this is great fun 
and full of opportunities. But what are the opportunities? Although this is for the good of CBS 
as a whole, I will try wearing my second MPP hat when reflecting on this *. 

During the first phase of the strategy work I experienced the following two inputs that sug-
gest an answer. 

First, we were asked to imagine good business education along the lines of CEMS! So I had to 
find out about what CEMS was. Asking around, I understood that CEMS is a select club of top 
Euro Business Schools. It is not like PIMs or EQUIS, for you cannot apply; you are chosen by 
your peers. It’s an elite! And CBS is a member of that top-notch-club. So what does the elite 
tell us to do? I asked and found out that it was actually the other way around. It is not CEMS 
ruling CBS but rather CBS being regarded as a powerful model for how to teach tomorrow’s 
management. 
 
Second, I ran into Dr Ellen O´Connor who is a world leading scholar on history of business edu-
cation. What luck to meet such an expert? I immediately asked her where in the US to look 
for good Business school models for the future? In a nutshell her answer was; US Business 
schools all use the old model we invented almost hundred years ago with money donated by 
Ford, Rockefeller and Wharton. “So although we are aware new models are badly needed as 
the world of business evolves rapidly,” she said, “we are hopelessly stuck with the old thinking. 
In Asia they invest a great deal to just copy our old model. So Europe please help us out! You 
are our last hope for inventing new models fit to be of use in future economies!“

Old World Innovating

St. Gallen 

In other words, CBS is not only a market leader in the business of business schools; it is also 
regarded as the cradle for innovation in the Business school business. Great! But how did CBS 
reach that unique position? A little questioning showed that we might rather ask; how did 
other Business school strategist end up with an obsolete model? Ellen sees many reasons like 
the fact that new blood became scarce when Business schools were allowed by the academic 
establishment to grant PhDs. And new blood has fueled the building of American Higher 
Education from many different sources. When US universities wanted science a century ago, 
they turned to the German Universities for ideas; when they wanted good engineering, they 
used France as a model; and for good old scholarship, ‘Oxbridge’ was long the ideal to imitate. 
In the old time when all the famous and successful universities were founded doctors of all 
sorts flocked to the brand new Business schools as well. But later when the schools were 
established one hired Business school PhDs and the new impulses were somewhat lost in the 
process of institutionalization. 

In order to find out how a European Business School might do things differently, I went to 
visit a member of our select CEMS club; University of St Gallen. Until not so long ago this 
was the Handelshochschule St Gallen and I can still remember the time, in the seventies, 
when the curriculum was organized as a huge exercise in systems theory in the spirit of West 
Churchman, the American philosopher of management. Now the school is called a univer-

Actually, as I define MPP, this           
means asking to what extent Art, 
Philosophy and History, all subjects of 
the so called “humanities” can impro-
ve knowledge of the politics and orga-
nization of tomorrow’s management. 
In other words what MPP stands 
for “humanities rooted management 
research and education” is also pretty 
close to the ethos of other CBS depart-
ments like IKK, CBP or IOA. All this 
was explained in the previous issue of 
MPP news. 
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sity (when will it be time for CBS to become 
CBU?) and there is a new overall study organ-
ization in response to the Bologna directives. 
The main architect, I am told, was a dynamic 
fellow by the name of Sasha Spoon; now 
innovating education as rector of University 
of Lüneburg in Germany.

The plan for tomorrow’s business educa-
tion in St Gallen is split up in two parts; 
basic studies (Grundstudien) consisting of 
the usual blend of business economics and 
management, statistics, law and economics. 
The second part they call context studies 
(Kontextstudien). Here we find three differ-
ent specialties called Competences. St Gallen 
identifies three categories of competences 
necessary for tomorrow’s managers: cultural, 
reflective and action competences (Kultur-, 
Reflektions- und Handlungs-kompetence). 
The around 6000 students at St Gallen all 
have to do the compulsory basic studies for 
around 75% and can select context studies 
courses for the remaining 25%. The St Gallen 
teachers are split up in either basic or con-
text faculty.

CBS
Let us take a closer look at what this European 
elite CEMS-school offers. In the cultural-
context studies one could take courses 
offered by, e.g., specialist in Russian, French 
and German literature and language. The 
reflective-context studies seems manned by 
philosophers whilst the action-courses are 
manned by scholars focusing on entrepre-
neurship. So far there are quite a few simi-
larities to CBS although the St Gallen model 
seems easy to grasp from the outside thanks 
to an organizational chart that is easier to 
communicate than the more than 20 com-
bination bachelor’s and master’s programs 
presented on the muddled central web-site 
of CBS. The overall impression is that St 
Gallen, the main provider of future talent 
to the Swiss Industrial and Finance sectors, 
is a Business School that acknowledges the 
need for a general broad education of man-
agers. Through context studies students are 
stimulated to acquire a minimum of good 
old bourgeois “Bildung”.  And this seems to 

be something that Swiss industry also like 
and support. The context faculty is made 
up of first class scholars taking part in the 
Swiss and international debate, mostly in 
the German-speaking  world. They are thus 
as visible as CBS faculty in Scandinavia and 
the Anglo-world.

MPP
When we compare the St Gallen model with 
MPP and the way we are defining its CBS 
role the similarities are equally striking. 
Each of the Competences in St Gallen can be 
matched by the three platforms identified 
at MPP.

The cultural competence at St Gallen is 
however rather focused on Literature and 
Languages, something we find in the CBS 
department of IKK (international culture 
and communication). At MPP the cultural 
competence is mostly catered for by the 
platform we have labeled “The Historian”. 
Business history offers an understanding 
of the complex time consuming processes 
by which firms, industries and corporations 
develop.  This would, using St Gallen’s ter-
minology, imply that awareness of the past 
makes us competent to cope with and hook 
up to various industry-specific cultures. MPP 
offers a less bourgeois version of culture 
than St Gallen. If this is correct (and what 
it implies remains however to be carefully 
investigated) let us now see how the second 
competence might be catered for by MPP.

The reflective competence at St Gallen 
seems to be closer to our platform “The 
Philosopher”. In the spirit of critical enlight-
enment, St Gallen offers course we find in 
the business administration and philosophy 
program and also familiarizes students with 
philosophical questions about society, work 
or value. There is special chair in ethics; 
the holder of which recently made press 
highly debated statements about the lack of 
concern with financial ethics amongst Swiss 
people. 
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Finally, what St Gallen calls action competence 
seems close to our platform “The Artist”.  By 
explicitly focusing on this third competence, 
the Swiss University makes a point in the split 
between decision and action. This split presup-
poses a philosophical awareness that has been 
awoken in the previous competence but also 
makes it possible to devote time to understand-
ing what leads people to take political action 
and what spurs entrepreneurs to launch new 
perspectives on old problems, new processes and 
new products. At this point it becomes necessary 
to further an understanding of how creators and 
artists, who seem less burdened by rationalism 
than others, act in society.

Managerial Creativity?
We started out by stating that US business 
schools now are less interesting than European 
business schools.

The reason was that management studies, once 
an arena for wild experimentation in manage-
ment education, has withdrawn into an autistic, 
self-sufficient cocoon. In St Gallen, we see how 
students are pushed to look further than to their 
immediate professional training. In a way, the 
St Gallen model appears to mix the MBA mode 
with the college tradition of “liberal arts”. This 
makes St Gallen come close to CBS but one thing 
is missing for total overlap; managerial creativity.

A weak spot in the St Gallen model is the inter-
action between the main content, the relation 
between basic studies and the context studies. 
In CBS there is widespread awareness of how 
important this is. Actually the hope of such 
interaction has motivated the CBS structure and 
made a department as MPP possible to develop.

I think that most humanists and social scientists 
joining CBS do this because they want to test 
the potential for their respective specialty to 
interfere, change and improve management in 
society. The historian, philosopher, artist, as well 
as the sociologist, the political scientist, and the 
communication scholar  are at CBS because they 
are practice-oriented. They see CBS as a place to 

offer platforms for interaction with practice; not 
as alternatives to the cells offered to secluded 
monks in the classical university. At St Gallen, 
this point is less obvious and to some extent 
I think the classical bourgeois Bildungs-ideal 
might block a CBS-like development. Culture, 
reflection and action is good to think about; but 
please don’t mess up the good old basic studies. 
Please don’t erect platforms that might collide, 
cooperate and change the ideas of basic manage-
ment! Stay in your own academic playground! 
If the faculty of both basic and context studies 
share this attitude I believe the real point of 
blending social science, practical training and 
humanities gets lost. For this is precisely the 
point where the old world might prove to be a 
better business-school innovator than the new. 
Why not arrange a St Gallen-CBS symposium 
about this? MPP would be happy to help….      
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FLØK Alumni Homecoming

The FLØK Alumni Homecoming Event on April 
28, 2010 was a chance for FLØK graduates to 
return to CBS campus and meet with old friends 
and faculty. Watch some of the alumni’s experi-
ences with FLØK on YouTube.com/MPPseminar

Join FLØK Alumni

• LinkedIn (FLØK Alumni)
• Facebook (CMFX)

Contact: michael.folmer@gmail.com
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Mitchell Dean is Professor of Sociology and Academic 
Director, Participation and Community Engagement, in 
the Centre for Research on Social Inclusion, Macquarie 
University, Australia. He was Visiting Professor 
in the Department of Management, Philosophy and 
Politics at CBS in (2002-3) and is now back again! 

Mitchel Dean 
is excited to 
continue his 
collaboration 
with MPP at 
CBS. He says 
CBS is one 
of the great 
social science 
institutions 
in the world 
f o s t e r i n g 
innovat ive , 
interdiscipli-

nary work which is relevant to government and non-gov-
ernment organizations and to business in a world where 
boundaries are increasingly uncertain.  He also says CBS 
fosters world best practice in the integration of gradu-
ate students and faculty in knowledge discovery and 
transfer. He finds himself inspired both by the Politics 
group of which he is a part, particularly by its intensive 
analysis of contemporary public governance, and by MPP 
as a whole and its application of leading paradigms and 
analytics to practices and strategies of management.

He is at CBS for three months until the end of June. 
He has delivered a PhD course on Governmentality 
– analytical strategies for the critique of power with 
Kaspar Villadsen, and he will be working on frame-
works and transformations of social rationality and 
public governance using cases from Denmark, Australia 
and the United States.  His presence at CBS allows 
him to further international collaboration with 
researchers across Denmark and the Nordic countries.

Contact: mitchell.dean@mq.edu.au

SOON JOINING US
• Professor Daved Barry
• Associate Professor Stefan Meisiek

who will join mpp in July. Read more in next issue.

Stefan Schwarzkopf joined MPP as associate pro-
fessor in January 2010 after having spent a joy-
ful stint as visiting fellow back in spring 2008. He 
is a member of the Centre for Business History.

Stefan’s 
main 
research 
interests 
can be 
separated 
into two 
areas. 
Firstly, he 
is inter-
ested in 
the global 
history of 
market-
ing and, in particular, of the advertising industry. His 
PhD from Birkbeck College (University of London) was 
on the emergence of a service- and consumer-oriented 
advertising industry in Britain in the first half of the 
twentieth century. In the thesis, Stefan looked at how 
the British advertising industry in the early twentieth 
century responded to the challenges of the mass mar-
ket, advertising criticism and the growing competition 
from American ad agencies.

His second field of interest is the history and the 
various socio-political uses of market and consumer 
research. In this respect, he has now finished a research 
project on the Austro-American ‘consumer guru’ 
Ernest Dichter. This project culminated in a book on 
Dichter which is out with Palgrave in autumn this year. 

About his motivations to join CBS, Stefan says: “A few 
years ago, a colleague of mine in London described CBS 
to me as the ‘LSE of Scandinavia’. Ever since, I have 
wanted to take part in this research environment which 
allows people to pursue completely different interests 
and use an impressive variety of research methods 
to achieve their goals. I found the atmosphere at CBS 
friendly, open and enthusiastic. People from various 
backgrounds get in touch, have informal exchanges over 
coffee or, more formally, start joint research projects. 
There’s hardly a day on which I go to the office and do 
not encounter a new perspective or get a new surpris-
ing insight into a business problem just by chatting to 
somebody. It is this atmosphere which also promotes 
new approaches to my teaching in the field of mar-
keting. I found CBS and MPP very supportive when it 
comes to experimenting with marketing teaching that 
focuses much more than is customary on environmen-
tal sustainability and global stewardship of resources.”    

Contact: ssc.lpf@cbs.dk

JOINING US FROM ABROAD
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11 May 2010  15:00-17:00
Porcelænshaven 22, PHRs20

12 May 2010 20:00-
Båden VIVA, Langebro

20 May 2010 13:00-15:00
Porcelænshaven 18B, 0.S23

27 May 2010     15:00-17:00
Porcelænshaven 22, PHR120

1 June 2010      09:00-16:00
Howitzvej 60

3 June 2010 13:00–15:00
Porcelænshaven 18B, 3.139

4 June 2010      14:00–16:00
Porcelænshaven 26, PH 408

14-16 June 2010 
Porcelænshaven

17-20 June 2010
Bramstrup, Fyn

31 Aug.-3 Sep. 2010
Istanbul, Turkey

Oktober 2010

7 October 2010

10-12 November 2010
CBS

Early December 2010
CBS

Summer 2011

Past’s Present: on the history in contemporary consciousness 
Seminar with Professor Hans Ruin, Södertörns Högskola

HVoRFoR Release Party
Arrangeret af Studietidsskriftet for Økonomi og Filosofi på CBS

Repetition or Awnings of Justice in Deleuze, Kierkegaard and de Chirico
Seminar with Professor Andreas Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos, University of Westminster 

Witnessing Philosophy in Management
Seminar with Professor Janet Borgerson, Exeter University

Nation state, competition state, branding state
Seminar arranged by “National Identity, Branding, History and the Company” with Mads Mordhorst, 
MPP and Uffe Østergård, CBP

Danish Capitalism: Perspectives from business history and political science
Seminar with Professor Lotte Jensen and Associate Professor Martin Iversen, MPP

On Magic and Money: the growing economic importance of virtual goods
Guest Lecture by Edward Castranova, Indiana University

Courage in Management and Organizations
PhD course with Dr. Matt Statler, Prof. Pierre Guillet de Monthoux, Professor Ole Fogh Kirkeby, MPP

The Courage Phenomenon, Moods, Intensities and Metaphors of War and Love
Keynotes with Ole Fogh Kirkeby, Daniel Hjorth, Pierre Monthoux. Further info: exart.org

Conference Stream: “Organising and Leading for Collective Creativity: Can you Ensemble 
the Creative Ensemble?” 
Organized by Daniel Hjorth, Robert Austin and Shannon O’Donnell for The Fifth Art of Management 
and Organization Conference

Konference om velfærdsledelse
Arrangeret af Center for Skoleledelse

‘Atmospheres, Architecture and Urban Space: New Conceptions of Management and the 
Social’
Organized  by Christian Borch, MPP

Organisational Entrepreneurship
PhD course with Daniel Hjorth, Bent Meier Sørensen, Chris Steyaert

2nd Biannual Copenhagen Innovation Symposium 
Organized by the Management Group, MPP

Creation, Crisis, Critique: 4th International Deleuze Studies Conference & Deleuze Camp 5
Arranged by Bent Meier Sørensen, MPP

 MAY 2010

 JUNE 2010

 AUGUST 2010

 OCTOBER 2010

 NOVEMBER 2010

 DECEMBER 2010

 2011

CALENDAR
Time & Place Event
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A very exciting mpp event will take place in fall as newly appointed professors will 
give their inagural lecture at CBS. Stay tuned for updates on “The Professor Battle” 

cbs.dk/mpp
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Take a ride with mpp…

• Feedback - let us know what you think!

cbs.dk/mpp/feedback

 
• Events & News - check for regular updates

cbs.dk/mpp

• Facebook - “like” your favorite department

facebook.com/mpp.cbs

• YouTube - watch our channel

youtube.com/mppseminar

• Sign up - join our mailing list

cbs.dk/mpp/signup


